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AVON PENSION FUND SERVICE PLAN  

2021-24 

1 BACKGROUND  

This service plan is written against the backdrop of the continuing Coronavirus pandemic 

and the ongoing battle to prevent its spread across nations and across the globe. Whilst the 

emergence of several vaccines brings refreshed optimism that the fight against the virus will 

eventually be won, this will weigh heavily against the human and economic cost that nations 

have been left to deal with. How governments respond in the bid to stimulate flagging 

economies amidst calls for greater ethical and social balance and political commitment for a 

greener future, will have a significant impact on the financial position of the Fund, whilst it is 

already recognised that “normality” when it returns, will be different and effect ongoing 

operations and services.  

Whilst the Fund has managed to maintain services, enabling almost all activity to be 

undertaken remotely and online during the past year, several developments have struggled 

to gain traction, a product of the operational environment. The service has adopted a “make 

do” or “needs must” approach to both communications and operations which now requires a 

more robust solution, to enable sustained digital operation. The existing Administration 

Strategy reflects an evolutionary approach to digital enablement with a number of long term 

projects ongoing; the dramatic change in circumstances is now challenging this approach 

and rather demanding a revolutionary step change in digital services and functionality; whilst 

it is expected that the market offer will continue to be developed in this area, the specialist 

nature of pensions means there is still likely to be a gap between requirements and available 

products which could be expensive to bridge.  

Running alongside the growing digital challenge is an equally demanding management 

challenge. “Wellbeing” currently takes top billing on the agenda but the supporting cast of 

training and development, performance management, communications, security, relationship 

management and cultural development are becoming co-starring roles and need 

considerable attention as the service moves into the brave new world. How the service 

intends to respond to these challenges will be the subject of a revised Administration 

Strategy in the second half of the year, but there will be a number of key investments to kick 

start some of this work as Strategy development takes place.  

The impact on financial markets of the Covid outbreak in March 2020 was staggering, but 

equally remarkable was the response of international governments to prop up their 

economies, creating large amounts of public debt in the meantime. For the Fund, it caused a 

pause and reappraisal of some of the investment strategy decisions to ensure that strategic 

direction was still appropriate. Since that time, the Fund has strengthened its equity risk 

management approach; but the economic outlook remains uncertain and a lot will depend on 

how governments seek to rebalance their debt positions and for the UK the impact this has 

on employers will have a direct impact on the Funding Strategy.  

Having moved from one period of austerity with the likelihood of facing another, the only 

strategic dependable now seems to be ongoing uncertainty. The challenge to the public 

sector purse, uncertain economic outlook and the need to maintain an affordable pension 

scheme for employers now raises a question for the Fund which may not be unexpected – 
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“do we need to take more risk?” Appetite for risk is a key component of the Fund’s 

investment strategy and it has endeavoured to minimise risk in an effort to stabilise employer 

contributions. This strategy has been successful, stabilising contributions and closing the 

funding gap over successive valuations, but with the next valuation only 12 months away, 

the Fund’s appetite for risk will be seriously challenged unless government intervention 

provides a stay of execution.   

The Covid pandemic has increased risk across all the Fund’s strategies and the focus of 

2021 will therefore be to work towards mitigating measures. In the case of the administration 

a more fundamental review of Strategy is required focusing on technology, staff and 

operational development.  

Administration 

The most obvious outcome of moving to a solo homeworking environment is that all 

communication, engagement and operation now has to be timetabled and planned. With 

limited visibility there is increased pressure on the management team to ensure all 

operations are effectively maintained. Whilst longer term it is expected that digital tools will 

develop to support this, at present there is a reliance on increased management effort to 

sustain this position. As stated earlier a number of developments have been paused as a 

result but the need to now fully embrace digital operational capability provides a further 

logistical and management resource drain. Ensuring there remains sufficient management 

focus in key areas is now a major challenge for the administration and it is recommended 

that the management team is strengthened in quite specific areas to accommodate this.  In 

addition, the creation of a core projects unit which could be flexed as major projects such as 

McCloud emerge, will mitigate the current risk of continually diluting operational resource.  

The new operating environment also requires a new infrastructure to support it and whilst the 

service has adapted, the change is far from complete. The establishment of a 

Transformation function would give the issue real focus and impetus and incorporate the 

recently created training function, communications and importantly lead on all digital 

transformation. Whilst this function is being established, a projects officer will be appointed 

to kick start some of this work particularly digital service specification, digital office working 

including staff engagement and governance arrangements, more detail of the planned 

transformation workstreams and timetable being contained in Appendix 3. A high-level 

admin structure chart to support the transformation process and maintain business 

operational needs is shown as Appendix 4.  It is anticipated that the net cost of this structural 

change will be £116k with some of the costs being met by existing budgets.  

Investments & Funding 

The investment team has been strengthened in the past year and it is not proposed to make 

any further changes albeit the situation will need to be kept under review. The Brunel 

transition work should complete by the end of 2021 leaving the Fund with some legacy 

assets to manage down over time. The focus will turn to Paris aligned portfolios with 

significant regulation and policy development expected in this area to be navigated by the 

Fund and the Brunel Partnership. In addition, the Fund will increase its transparency around 

its strategy by reporting in line with the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD) recommendations for example. The economic impact of the pandemic will no doubt 
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be apparent for some time and the interim valuation in 2021 will provide a benchmark to 

consider any further changes to the investment strategy; in particular the fund will need to 

consider the level of investment risk necessary to maintain funding objectives.  

The employer portfolio continues to evolve and there is a need to increase covenant 

assessment work to reflect the increase in employer risk. In addition, scheme employers are 

more actively monitoring and managing their pension liabilities which in turn leads to greater 

engagement and workload for the team. Therefore, it is prudent to review the current 

resources in the actuarial team, in particular to ensure there is adequate resource for policy 

development and employer engagement.  

Addressing the Climate Emergency 

The Fund’s strategy to reduce its carbon emissions and exposure encompasses all aspects 

of its activities. As part of B&NES Council it is committed to achieving the Council’s goal of 

enabling the Bath and North East Somerset area to be carbon neutral by 2030. In respect of 

its operations it will achieve this by fully digitalising its service delivery to members and 

employers, accepting that it will have to provide non digitalised service to those that are not 

electronically enabled in the meantime.  In addition, use of technology to enable remote 

working and online learning and seminars will reduce the carbon emissions from commuting 

to work and travel to conferences and seminars.   

Alongside side the operational strategy the investments strategy embeds responsible 

investing throughout the investment process starting with setting the investment objectives. 

A set of climate change objectives have been agreed and the implementation of the 

investment strategy will be consistent with achieving these goals. These goals will be kept 

under review as the development of UK and international government policies, advances in 

technology and creation of investment solutions should mean the milestones can be brought 

forward over the next 5-10 years. 

As a responsible investor the Fund will improve and increase its disclosure on its climate 

related and broader stewardship activities by reporting in line with the Task Force on 

Climate-Related Financial Disclosures and the Financial Reporting Council’s Stewardship 

Code in 2021/22. In addition, we will be increasing our interaction with members and 

employers about our activities and how, as an investor, we are promoting change and 

demonstrating leadership in the field of responsible investment. 

Governance  

The Scheme Advisory Board (SAB) launched the Good Governance Review back in 2018 

and appointed Hymans Robertson to examine the effectiveness of current LGPS 

governance models and to consider alternatives or enhancements. The aim of the project is 

to further improve the high standards of governance and administration of the scheme on a 

consistent and measured basis across all 87 LGPS Funds, that will better match the 

standards expected by the Pensions Regulator. 

On 15 February 2021, SAB published Good Governance: Phase 3 Report which was 

produced by the Hymans Robertson project team. The Phase 3 report provides further 

details on some of the recommendations which will now be submitted to the Local 

Government minister for consideration. A timeline for implementation is then expected. 
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The Fund previously measured itself against the recommendations and has an action plan 

for implementation of the additional measures once all the details are confirmed. The 

additional requirements include: 

• Introduction of an LGPS senior officer responsible for the delivery of LGPS activity for a 

fund.  

• Enhanced governance compliance statement 

• Conflicts of interest policy specific to the LGPS.  

• Representation: policy on how scheme members and non-administering authority 

employers are represented on its committees. 

• Skills and training: pension committee members and section 151 officers, to have the 

appropriate level of knowledge and understanding to carry out their duties efficiently. 

• Service delivery: compulsory administration strategy.  

• KPIs: defined service standards and governance in place to monitor those standards. 

• Business planning process: resource and budget allocated to administer the LGPS each 

year.  

• Biennial independent governance review 

Work will be planned in to meet the requirements once the scheme regulations and statutory 

guidance are in place. 

Workload 

For a number of years the Fund has increased resources to meet the ongoing challenge of 

employer and regulatory growth and for the time being there is no sign of this abating. The 

operating circumstances have been challenging over the past twelve months and with the 

prospect of this continuing, productivity and particularly the management of new 

developments and projects will remain challenged in respect of delivery times. The service 

plan priorities have been reviewed and realigned with the current operating constraints in 

mind to provide a more realistic delivery timescale. The key to success now very much 

hinges on the necessary developments in technology to enable efficient remote working but 

with sufficient opportunities to ensure collaborative working can still take place; essential for 

project delivery strategy and policy development, cultural and social cohesion. The 

Administration Strategy is under review to ensure that all the issues experienced by the 

service through this difficult period can be recognised and as far as possible addressed as 

we continue to operate in an arms-length fashion. The admin strategy will be refocused on 

areas of communications, training and transformation but the size of the challenge ahead 

should not be underestimated.  

Budget 

The budget has been adjusted to reflect a revised structure and the costs of kick starting 

some of the necessary work in advance of a revised Administration Strategy. At this point 

the budget is incomplete and will require a further discussion when the Administration 

Strategy comes back to the Committee in the autumn/winter; by then there should be a 

clearer indication of digital investment required and over what period in order to make the 

necessary and/or available changes if this is a direction the committee feel able to support, 

at which point the net impact on benchmark costs should also be clearer. 
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2 KEY OBJECTIVES – 2021/22 to 2023/24 

Funding Strategy: 

1. Undertake an interim valuation during 2021 to identify the issues that may materially 

affect the 2022 valuation (which will set employer contribution rates with effect from 

April 2023).    

2. Finalise and then implement the Fund’s policies within the Funding Strategy 

Statement that will enable greater flexibility in managing employer risk and scheme 

exits.   

3. Ongoing covenant assessment for incorporating into the Funding Strategy and 

funding plans.  

4. Explore further options for bespoke portfolios to manage the funding and liability 

position of specific employer risk groups. 

5. Ongoing management of smaller employers to ensure pension costs remain 

affordable for the employer and financially sustainable for the Fund. 

Investment Strategy: 

6. Monitor the transition of assets to the Brunel Portfolios (expected to complete by end 

2021) and performance of Brunel and their portfolios, ensuring Brunel are delivering 

the Fund’s strategic objectives.  

7. To meet our climate objectives, review the equity portfolio with the objective of having 

all the equity assets managed in sustainable or Paris aligned (with low carbon 

transition) investment strategies.  

8. In light of the interim valuation and expectations of future returns, consider whether 

the current investment strategy meets the funding objectives or whether the level of 

risk embedded in the strategy is too low. 

9. Monitor and develop the Risk Management Framework as required as a mechanism 

for managing liability risk through the investment portfolio and mitigating investment 

risk.  

10. Support initiatives and undertake activity to demonstrate the Fund’s commitment to 

meeting its climate emergency targets such as reporting in line with the TCFD 

recommendations in 2021, as a signatory to IIGCC initiatives to influence 

government policy and regulatory change. 

11. Increase communications with our broad array of stakeholders about the investment 

strategy with a focus on how the strategy is mitigating the financial risk of climate 

change. 

12. Realign the investment advice required post transition of assets to Brunel. 

13. Maintain the Investment Strategy Statement reflecting strategy developments and 

changes due to Brunel operations. 

 

Administration Strategy: 

14. To continue the move towards digital delivery of Scheme communications to 

members.  

15. To complete the rollout of I-Connect and the receipt of monthly member data returns.  

16. Prioritise the introduction of a staff training and development programme to 

support the resourcing of operational and digital transformation needs and 
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ensure that these meet with and encompass the requirements of appropriate 

health and wellbeing criteria in accordance with council policy 

17. To complete the final phase of the GMP data reconciliation exercise as required by 

HMRC to ensure the fund is not at risk of erroneous pension liability. 

18. To complete the member address rectification project to identify missing data and 

implement actions to resolve outcomes.    

19. To monitor outcomes of McCloud judgement and implement actions to manage 

remedy including actions to support Fire Schemes Immediate Detriment cases. 

20. Undertake gap analysis and specification for digital requirements across all 

stakeholders. 

21. Develop revised Admin Strategy proposals to include digital transformation and to 

take to Pensions Committee. 

Governance: 

22. Keep governance arrangements under review to ensure effective monitoring of 

Brunel and the transition of the assets.  

23. Implementation of the Good Governance Review (SAB) requirements. 

24. To ensure the Committee and the Pensions Board is fully trained and briefed on 

current strategies and operations and in position to scrutinise and make decisions 

effectively.  

25. Retender advisory contracts to align contracts with Fund objectives. 

 

A report on objectives, targets & progress towards objectives and those rebased and 

temporarily put on hold is given in Appendix 2.  

3 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

Despite assets transferring to Brunel, significant resources are still required to manage and 

develop the relationship with Brunel and the client side of the pool as well as delivering the 

investment strategy including Responsible Investing and Risk Management. In addition, 

internal specialist capability ensures the Fund strategy evolves efficiently to meet the Fund’s 

objectives, there is proper control of implementation, that members are trained and 

supported, and there is adequate internal challenge of expert advice. 

Capacity within the Investments Team has now improved with the appointment of a Senior 

Investments Officer (SIO) in early 2021, with a specific focus on ESG and RI. A second SIO 

post remains vacant and is already provided for in the budget; further consideration will be 

given to filling this position once the team has bedded down and all legacy assets have 

transferred to Brunel (except those that cannot transfer and will be wound down by the 

Fund).  Strategic projects such as the review of the equity assets will be delivered by the 

Fund’s investment advisors. 

To address the changing work of the actuarial team, the team’s resources will be reviewed 

during the year to ensure there is adequate support for the Funding and Valuation Manager 

in developing and implementing policies and funding plans. 

In respect of administration at the start of the pandemic a high number of posts remained 

unfilled.  A phased recruitment programme has been in place over the past seven months to 

complete the establishment albeit with some slippage due to COVID and remote working.  

Further recruitment to better structure the management team and support transformational 
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needs of the service will be the introduced as part of the 2021/22 budget and operationally 

the administration resources will be considered during the year as part of the Administration 

Strategy review.  Appendix 1a details the increase in establishment resource since 2014 

highlighting the continuing void between agreed establishment and actual posts filled; set 

against a background of regulatory change and increased governance and compliance. 

The 2021/22 budget allows for additional temporary resource to support the expected 

workload to manage the McCloud remedy, with the use of external specialist support as part 

of the ongoing solution to manage elements of specific project work.  

4 BUDGET  

This Service Plan period includes the costs of managing investment assets through Brunel; 

savings in investment management fees are materialising as the transition of assets 

progresses. The Fund is expected to realise net (of transition costs) cumulative savings by 

2024-25, with the business case forecasting cumulative savings of £73m by 2036.  

The Fund budget (excluding investment fees) proposed for 2021/22 is £ 5.35m. 

In the areas of Governance and Compliance and Investment Management, where 

expenditure cannot be directly controlled, the budget reflects the expected volumes of work 

and fees.  

The budget includes the costs of supporting the Fund’s RI strategy to manage the impact of 

climate change on the asset portfolio. The total budget committed to RI including staff costs, 

affiliations, advice and communications is around £0.13m p.a.  

Within the directly controlled budget for Administration there is a proposed increase in net 

expenditure over the 2020/21 budget of £0.31m.  This includes additional resource to 

strengthen the management team and to also implement and manage the transformation 

program. Included within this increase is £0.13m relating to posts added in 20/21 part way 

through the year. 

It also includes continued additional temporary resources to meet expected increased 

workload resulting from the McCloud remedy. £0.12m is provided in the budget for extra 

resources and advice to implement the McCloud remedy with provision to increase this up to 

£0.3m in the 2022/23 budget subject to requirements once legislation has been made.  

Previous budget provision for consultancy on IT systems has been removed pending the 

revised admin strategy and digital development requirements. The provision of £20,000 

made in the previous budget to provide equipment to support flexible working during the 

pandemic will continue into 2021/22 and an additional £10,000 has been made to provide 

office meeting space. The budget also includes the cost of one-off projects to undertake the 

final phase of the address tracing project and completion of the GMP rectification exercise.  

Investment Management fees: 

The annual management fees of £18.4m are lower than in last year’s budget for 2021/22 of 

£19.8m despite an increase in asset values between the data points used. During the year 

further recurring fee reductions were achieved on assets that transitioned to Brunel 

portfolios. Significant savings of c.£1.6m p.a. were achieved on the Brunel Diversified 

Returns Funds (DRF) portfolio. Lower fees for the Global Sustainable Equity portfolio save 

c.£0.2m p.a. and transferring management of the UK Property portfolio to Brunel in 1Q21 will 
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save c.£0.4 p.a. when the transition completes during 2021/22. To date the cumulative 

investment fee savings from transitions are c. £3.4m p.a. (when comparing to the fees paid 

prior to transition).  

However, strategic allocation changes will affect the actual savings achieved. For example, 

switches from lower to higher cost portfolios (e.g. switching from Brunel’s UK and Global 

High Alpha Equity portfolios to the Global Sustainable Equity portfolio) and from lower cost 

listed asset portfolios to higher cost private market assets puts upward pressure on fees. 

Compared to previous years, very low performance fees are anticipated to be incurred in 

2021/22; this reflects the fall in some property and infrastructure values due to the pandemic 

which are not expected to recover to pre-pandemic levels this year; therefore performance 

fees will not accrue until pre-pandemic values are exceeded. 

As at 31/12/20, Brunel manage £3.4 billion or 66% of the Fund’s assets as follows:   

Brunel portfolio Value at 31/12/20 Date of transition 

Passive Low Carbon Equities £666m July 2018 

UK Equities £0m Nov 2018 

Emerging Market Equities £281m Oct 2019 

Global High Alpha Equities  £391m Nov 2019 

Risk Management Strategies £878m Oct 2019 

Diversified Return Funds £508m July 2020 

Sustainable Equities £539m Sept 2020 

Private Market Assets £182m n/a 

 

The fees do not include the cost of transitions which is deducted from the asset values. In 

addition, the budget does not include planned transitions during 2021/22 but assumes 

legacy mandates are retained.  

The actual fees paid in 2021/22 will depend on the change in asset values over the year and 

the performance of the assets subject to the performance fees (performance fees accrue 

within each year but are only payable when the underlying assets are realised).  

Brunel management costs: 

The shareholders are in the process of approving the 3-year budget and Business Plan for 

Brunel for 2021/22 to 2023/24.  The budget ensures there are adequate resources to 

(i) deliver the transition plan within an agreed timeline in order that clients can 

implement their investment strategy efficiently; 

(ii) support the clients’ RI objectives;  

(iii) ensure resilience and capability in the private markets team as the assets under 

its management increase and  

(iv) develop the reporting to clients as the business moves from the transition phase 

to business as usual.   

The overall costs of Brunel of £10.9m for 2021/22 is c.3% increase year on year.  As more 

assets transition from clients to Brunel, more of the costs are applied to the portfolios on an 
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AUM basis (rather than on an equal 1/10th basis). Therefore, Avon’s share is slightly more 

than 10% at £1.28m p.a.   

Governance Costs: 

Ongoing governance costs, primarily actuarial and investment advice are forecast to be 

higher than last year. The actuarial workload has increased significantly over the last 12 

months as the team deals with more employer specific issues and changes to regulations 

lead to more activity (for example the introduction of exit credits). The main pressure on the 

2021/22 budget is the extra activity as a result of the new regulations that permit more 

flexible funding plans and the interim valuation exercise. Overall, there is a 20% increase in 

actuarial costs (over 2020/21 revised budget) which this includes a 10% contingency to 

cover implementation of McCloud, GMP rectification and elements of the pre 2022 valuation 

work which may fall into the fiscal year. 

There is an increase in the budget for Investment Advice, primarily due to the cost of 

implementing the Dynamic Equity Protection Strategy. This is a one-off cost and the ongoing 

monitoring and related costs will be lower once the new structure is in place. 

Salaries: 

There is slight upward pressure on the salaries in the Finance & Investments Team where 

following unsuccessful recruitment in 2019/20 posts were regraded, enabling vacant posts to 

be filled last year. 

Pensions Board: 

The Pension Fund is required to meet the costs of the Pensions Board. The estimated cost 

of the Board is included in the Fund’s the three year budget.   

5  CASH FLOW 

As the Fund’s profile matures, monitoring future cash flow trends increases in importance.  

The Fund is transitioning from being cash flow positive (accumulating cash from 

contributions at a greater rate than paying out cash in benefits and expenses) to being cash 

flow negative. The cash flow is currently monitored on a monthly basis and reported 

quarterly to Committee. As a result of the advance future service rate payments, due to be 

made by the major employers in April 2021, the Fund will have larger cash in-flows at the 

start of the financial year. The consequent absence of these in the following months will 

result in greater negative monthly cash flows.  The negative cash flows are managed by 

using income from the investment portfolio and divestments as required.  Divestments are 

delegated to Officers as part of their operational duties.  Consideration is given to the actual 

allocation against the strategic allocation as well as the view of investment markets. 

Full details of the budget between 2021-22 and 2023-24 together with a cash flow forecast 

for the payment of benefits and the receipt of contributions are given in Appendix 5.   
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Appendix 2a - Service Plan 2021

Key Objectives Tasks

Original 

Target Date

Completion 

Date Status

Administration Strategy
COMMUNICATION

Member digital engagement Activate online ABS availability - deferreds Aug-21 Aug-21 In progress
Activate online ABS availability - Actives Aug-22 In progress
Strategy to Maximise MSS take up Dec-22 Mar-22 In progress

IT STRATEGY

Improvements
Progress full employer electronic data delivery Completion of i-connect project Mar-22 Mar-22 In progress

Development
Progress software developments with Heywood Development of online leaver form Dec-20 Mar-22 In progress behind 

schedule
Enhanced secure 2 way portal functionality Dec-21 Mar-22 In progress behind 

schedule
Iconnect reporting - Dashboard in place and development of pre load data 

validation in progress

Dec-20 Mar-22 In progress

RECRUITMENT & TRAINING

Recruitment   Project to fill app 10 posts across Member & Employer Services Sep-20 Jun-21 In progress
Training & development plan Introduce staff training programme covering operational & digital 

transformation requirements

Jun-20 Mar-22 In progress

OTHER PROJECTS

Revise Fire Service model Develop revised service offer and SLA Apr-19 Mar-22 In progress
Data improvement Address Rectification Mar-22 In progress

Care Roll up Jun-20 Mar-23 In progress
McCloud Implementation of remedy - Fire Apr-22 Oct-23 In progress

Implementation of remedy - LGPS Apr-22 TBA In progress
LGPS Cost Cap Mechanism Preparation required in case of backdated implementation Mar-21 TBA In planning
GMP data reconciliation project Data match exercise with HMRC to mitigate risk of pension overpayment – 

GMP Rectification of identified cases

Mar-21 Mar-22 In progress

Processing Backlogs To clear outstanding task work set at ‘Reply Due’ (4000 cases) review 2021 Mar-22 In progress behind 

schedule
Internal Dispute Resolution Policy Review general complaints process prior to IDRP and incorporate learning 

into processes

Jul-21 Jul-21 In progress

NEW ADMIN STRATEGY Service plan & budget to committee Mar-21 Mar-21 In progress



Develop new strategy document & committee approval Dec-21 Dec-21 In planning
Consultation & implementation Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning

 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROJECT Review structure & recruit Digital Transformation Manager Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Gap analysis & specification for digital requirements Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Revise Communications Strategy Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Staff training & development plan for digital transformation Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Procurement process for pension system Dec-22 Dec-22 In planning
System implementation Dec-23 Dec-23 In planning
Develop control framework Mar-24 Mar-24 In planning
Implement Digital Office to better support staff Mar-24 Mar-24 In planning

Channel shift to enable support & consultancy to members & employers

Mar-24 Mar-24 In planning

Funding Strategy
Establish policy for monitoring employer covenant between valuations: 

rolling timetable for reviewing employers; collection and collation of data; 

identifying higher risk employers for closer monitoring.

                

Report 

annually to 

committee Jun-21

In progress

 Explore options with employers to mitigate covenant risks Ongoing ongoing In progress

Valuation and FSS Interim review, identify issues to be considered in 2022 valuation new Oct-21 In progress
Update policies for changes in regulations Dec-20 Mar-21 In progress

Actuarial advisory contract retender Procure using National Framework 2020/21 Oct-21 In progress behind 

schedule

Review range of investment choices for members – high level review by 

advisor to meet governance requirement 2021 2022/23
In planning

Further work to decide on any changes. 2021 2022/23 In planning

Agree strategy primarily for employers

Jul-20 Jun-21

In progress behind 

schedule

o   Website

Ongoing 

updating ongoing
In progress

o   Forums/ meetings

Ongoing 

updating ongoing
In planning

Recruitment Review resource requirements of Team new Mar-22 In planning

Covenant assessment of employers during valuation 

period

Review AVC arrangements 

Funding Communications Strategy



Investment Strategy
Input as member of Brunel Client Group Ongoing Ongoing In progress
Monitor Avon plan for transitioning assets based on Brunel plan Ongoing Ongoing In progress

Review of equity allocations Assess potential to invest all equity assets in sustainable and paris aligned 

strategies

Dec-21 Dec-21
In progress

Review investment Strategy and appropriate risk level Post interim valuation review risk appetite required to meet funding 

objective

new Mar-22
In progress

Liaise with Mercer and Blackrock as to exposures, trigger points and 

monitoring framework

Ongoing Ongoing
In progress

Annual review of trigger points and strategy Annually 3Q Annually 3Q In progress
Arrange Panel & committee training as needed ongoing ongoing In progress

Climate Change disclosures TCFD: Report in line withh TCFD recommendations for 2020/21 year end 

reports

new Sep-21
In progress

IIGCC: report in line with asset owner commitment new Sep-21 In progress

Review of Responsible Investing Policy Review policy as to effectiveness and incorporate new initiatives post 

transition of assets , when Brunel service offering more developed

2022/23 2022/23

In planning

CMA Order Compliance Statement  Prepare compliance statement and process for monitoring Investments 

Consultant

new 30/11/21
In progress

FRC Stewardship Code Prepare compliance statement new 01/12/21 In progress

Appoint Senior Investment Officer 2020 2021 In planning
Consider team structure post asset transition 2022 2022 In planning

Agree strategy across all stakeholders ongoing In progress
o   Website ongoing In progress behind 

schedule
o   Newsletters ongoing In progress
o   Forums/ meetings ongoing In progress behind 

schedule

Investment Communications Strategy

Transition of assets 

Monitor risk management strategies ensuring collateral 

managed efficiently and decisions taken in timely 

manner

Team Resources



Governance

Review governance arrangements following Good 

Governance Review & the pooling of assets Review ToR of Committee and Investment Panel Jun-21 Jun-21

In planning

Review Governance Compliance statement Jun-21 Jun-21 In planning
Conflicts of Interest Policy Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Policy on Committee Representation Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Training policy Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
R&R matrix Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Cyber security Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Review disaster recovery / business continuity plan Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning
Document process for dealing with ineffective pension boards Mar-22 Mar-22 In planning

Reporting to Avon Pension Fund Pension Board and 

Fire Service Pension Board  Support Board, education and training needs as required Ongoing
In progress

Training Plan for Committee & Board members Plan annual training programme for members

Annually in 

March Mar-22
In progress

Committee & Pension Board Develop online portal for PC & LPB members – public and secure areas Jun-20 Jun-21
In progress

Review papers and content that go to committee and set up library on 

Modern Gov Jun-20 Jun-21

In progress behind 

schedule
Recruitment for Pension Board new member & employer rep required Jun-21 Dec-21 In planning

GDPR Ensure ongoing compliance with regulations ongoing In progress
Training for staff In progress

Finance
Improve Financial reporting to management team Prepare standard monthly /quarterly reports Sep-20 Jun-21

In progress



Appendix 2b - Completed 2020

Key Objectives Tasks

Original Target 

Date Status

Administration Strategy
Member Website Review member website - accessibility issues Sep-20 Complete

Employer website Review Employer website - accessibility issues Sep-20 Complete

Fire Sceheme Member digital engagement Launch AF&R website with MSS functionality Mar-21 Complete

Iconnect Implement monitoring & controls Jul-20 Complete
Enhance employer support/decision making capabilities Roll out of employer online discretionary policy tool/including training & support Aug-20 Complete

Software Developments Progress ability to bulk delete member records according to data retention policy Jan-21 Complete

Recruitment   Project to make temp posts permanent Mar-20 Complete
Implement temporary training & support role Jul-20 Complete

McCloud Plan needed to prepare Dec-20 Complete
Review requirement for hour changes Dec-20 Complete

£95k Exit Payments Cap Implementation Project Nov-20 Complete

Statutory refund payment Review of member data to establish qualifying entitlement to statutory refund 

under LGPS Regs 2014 

Ongoing Complete

Internal Dispute Resolution Policy Review internal process – identify resource for stage 1 & 2 review and develop 

employer engagement

Dec-20 Complete

Investment Strategy
·         Renewable infrastructure Commitments 

made

Complete

New private market alloactions Commitments 

made

Complete

Strategic Benchmark review 3Q20 Complete
Monitor risk management strategies ensuring collateral managed 

efficiently and decisions taken in timely manner

Implement new Equity Protection Strategy 1Q20 Complete

Explore dynamic hedging 3Q20 Complete
Annual review of Investment Strategy Statement (ISS) Annual or when make significant changes to ISS Jun-20 Complete
CMA Order Compliance Statement  Prepare compliance statement 31/12/20 Complete
Investment Communications Strategy Agree strategy across all stakeholders Jun-20 Complete

Funding Strategy 
Valuation and FSS Identify FSS aspects/policy reviews required post 2019 valuation Jun-20 Complete

Governance
Legal contract retender Procure using National Framework 2020 Complete
Effectively manage risks Implement new process Jun-20 Complete
Scheme of Delegations Produce and publish document Jun-20 Complete



Appendix 2c - Service Plan projects on hold 2021

Key Objectives Tasks

Original Target 

Date

Completion 

Date Status

Administration Strategy
Member Website Content review Feb-21 Mar-23 On hold

Employer website Develop an improved employer online experience- linking directly to 

relevant SLA and employer responsibilities

Dec-21 Mar-23 On hold

Provide ‘knowledge hub’ including video training elements Dec-21 Mar-23 On hold

Implement plan for ongoing review of content Feb-21 Mar-23 On hold
Development of management information hub (ERM) Management Information & Reconciliation of contributions & i-connect 

extract. Await further development from Heywood 

Mar-20 Mar-24 On hold

Review & Implement employer training programme Employer responsibilities, data & TPR requirements, HR, Iconnect & 

Discretionary tool

Sep-20 Mar-24 On hold

Chargeable Services Offer Set up framework to manage chargeable services end 2021 Mar-25 On hold
Implement new SLA’s with employers Roll out of new SLA to all employers Aug-20 Mar-23 On hold

MHCLG Further Reforms to Exit Payments Implementation Project Feb-21 await regs On hold
GMP Equalisation GMP equalisation project await details On hold

DWP Pensions Dashboard Plan required for implementation 2022 Dec-23 On hold

Investment Strategy
Investment advisory contract retender Procure using National Framework 2021/22 2022/23 On hold

Governance

Independent Members on Committee

Appoint Independent Member. Terms end 2Q22 (end of 2nd term for one 

member) 

Start January 

2022
On hold



Appendix 3 

Timeline Jan-21 Mar-21 Jun-21 Sep-21 Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Sep-23 Dec-23 Mar-24

Admin Strategy 

Implementation Consult & 

implement

Procurement process for new system

Support & consultancy for members & employersImplement Digital Office to better support staff

Project Governance - set up Project Board

Integration with Banes Preparing for Future Project 

Implement new structure and recruit additional roles

Digital Transformation

Review structure & recruit Digital Transformation Manager

Gap analysis & specification for digital requirements

Develop control framework & KPIs

Revise Communications Strategy Ongoing communication & change management

Staff training & development plan for digital transformation

New system implementation

Regulatory Projects eg McCloud, Exit Payments

Recruitment to vacant roles

Service Plan & budget to 

Committee

Develop Admin Strategy and take to 

Committee

Roadmap for Admin Strategy 2022 - 2025

Existing Projects

Complete Iconnect Roll out

My Pension Online developments



 

Appendix 4 – High Level Structure 
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Budget and Cash Flow Forecast APPENDIX 5

Three Year Budget Budget for Forecast Budget Budget Budget

2020/21 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

£ £ £ £ £

Investment Expenses 28,280 9,929 17,629 17,922 18,220

Administration Costs 89,147 54,518 122,166 95,959 97,879

Communication Costs 144,073 84,326 162,655 133,178 135,242

Payroll Communication Costs 107,669 104,339 152,718 130,272 132,878

Information Systems 374,841 339,903 292,761 298,617 304,589

Salaries 2,620,255 2,209,818 2,953,004 3,202,309 3,052,405

Central Allocated Costs 538,652 538,789 514,212 524,496 534,986

IT Strategy 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous Recoveries/Income (220,500) (207,500) (220,821) (225,237) (229,742)

Total Administration 3,682,417 3,134,122 3,994,325 4,177,516 4,046,457

Governance Costs 475,800 476,255 575,600 437,292 434,998

- Members' Allowances 42,080 42,080 40,735 41,550 42,381

- Independent Members' Costs 58,000 47,735 58,000 58,960 59,939

Compliance Costs 567,930 712,000 801,075 847,097 833,438

Brunel Expenses 25,000 17,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Compliance Costs recharged (200,000) (200,000) (192,000) (195,840) (199,757)

Governance & Compliance 968,810 1,095,069 1,308,410 1,214,058 1,195,999

Pensions Board 45,000 11,049 45,000 45,900 46,818

Global Custodian Fees 67,000 67,000 44,000 44,880 45,778

Brunel Management Fees 1,635,000 1,251,487 1,280,000 1,280,000 1,280,000

Investment Manager Fees

Annual Management Fees 19,380,394 18,244,098 18,057,997 19,141,476 20,289,965

Performance Related Fees 9,470,866 0 1,000,000 1,060,000 1,123,600

Investment Fees 30,553,260 19,562,585 20,381,997 21,526,356 22,739,343

TOTAL COST TO FUND 35,249,487 23,802,825 25,729,731 26,963,831 28,028,617

Cash Flow Forecast

(Excluding Administration and Investment costs) 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

£'000 £'000 £'000

Benefits Outflows

Benefits Pensions (163,714) (166,661) (169,828)

Lump sums (22,392) (22,795) (23,228)

Total Benefits Outflows (186,106) (189,456) (193,056)

Inflows

Deficit recovery 3,958 4,113 4,274

Deficit recovery - paid in advance 7,553 7,848 46,644

Future service Contributions 102,113 106,981 112,080

Future service Contributions - paid in advance 55,487 54,439 55,759

Total Contributions 169,111 173,381 218,757

Net Cash Flow (excluding Administration & Investment costs) (16,995) (16,075) 25,701

Divestments & Investment income received as cash 27,000 26,500 (12,500)

Net Pension Transfers In / Out 0 0 0

Cash outflow due to administration of the Fund (9,838) (10,035) (10,235)

Net Cash Flow (Out-Flow) 167 390 2,966

Notes 

-  Net cash requirements will be met from divestments and cash balances

- Transfers in and out are assumed to net to zero

- The cash outflow due to administration includes Investment Management Fees that are invoiced to the Fund.

- The forecast for 2023/24 includes the assumption that employers will make up-front three year deficit payments in advance. The 

deficit payments in 2021/22 and 2022/23 are smaller due to some employers making three year advance deficit payments.
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